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OUTLINE OF COVERAGE 

NURSING HOME INSURANCE POLICY 

(The caption required bys. Ins 3.46 (8) (d) ) 
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(The caption required bys. Ins 3.39 (7) (a) and (b) if policy 
is offered to a person eligible for Medicare) 

(1) The outline shall contain the following language: Read Your Policy 
Carefully. This outline oI coverage provides a very brief description of 
the important .featmes of yow policy. This is not the insurance contract 
and only the actual policy provisions will control The policy itself sets 
forth in detail the rights and obligations oI both you and your insurance 
company. 

(2) The outline shall contain the following language: This is a Nursing 
Home Insurance Policy. Policies of this category are designed to pay 
some of the costs of nursing home care. A policy in this category pays for 
skilled and intermediate care in a state licensed facility. This policy will 
not pay for custodial care such as help in walking, getting in and out of bed, 
eating, dressing, bathing and taking medicine. (This may be modified to 
reflect actual benefit& in policy). · 

(3) 'The outline shall contain a brief description of the benefits in the 
policy in the format outlined below. Variations in this format to accom
modate a particular policy may be permitted. 

SCHEDULE OF BENEFITS 
Maximum 

Type Of Care· Daily Benefit Deductible ($sand Days) 

Skilled Care 

Intermediate 
Care 

Custodial Care 

(4) The outline shall contain a description of the following items, if 
applicable: -

(a) Pre-existing condition limitations 

(b) Waiting periods 

(c) Exclusions and limitations in the policy 

(d) Prior authorization procedures 
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(e) Benefit periods in the policy 

(f) Renewability provisions of the policy 

(g) Conditions for terminating coverage 

(h) "Free look" provisions in the policy 

(i) Prior hospitalization requirements 

(5) The outline shall contain the definitions of skilled nursing care, in
termediate nursing and, if applicable, custodial care included in this sec
tion. 

(6) The outline shall contain a statement that the policy will cover 
skilled or intermediate care for persons with irreversible dementia if the 
person is receiving either of these levels of care and is otherwise eligible 
for benefits. 

(7) A complete schedule of current premiums for all classifications and 
a statement concerning circumstances under which premiums are sub
ject to change. 

Ins 3.47 Cancer insurance solicitation. ( 1) FINDINGS. Information on file 
in the office of the commissioner of insurance shows that significant mis
understanding exists with respect to cancer insurance. Consumers are 
not aware of the limitations of cancer insurance and do not know how 
cancer insurance policies fit in with other health insurance coverage. 
Many of the sales presentations used in the selling of cancer insurance 
are confusing, misleading and incomplete and consumers are not getting 
the information they need to make informed choices. The commissioner 
of insurance finds that such presentations and sales materials are mis
leading, deceptive and restrain competition unreasonably as considered 
bys. 628.34 (12), Stats., and that their continued use without additional 
information would constitute an unfair trade practice under s. 628.34 
( 11) and would result in misrepresentation as defined and prohibited ins. 
628.34 (1), Stats. 

(2) PURPOSE. The purpose of s. Ins 3.47 is to promulgate a rule inter
preting s. 628.34 (12), relating t-0 unfair trade practices. It requires insur
ers and intermediaries who sell cancer insurance to give all prospective 
buyers of cancer insurance a buyer's guide prepared by the national asso
ciation of insurance commissioners. 

(3) SCOPE. This section applies to all individual, group and franchise 
insurance polices or riders which provide benefits for or are advertised as 
providing benefits primarily for the treatment of cancer. This rule does 
not apply to solicitations in which the booklet, "Health Insurance Ad
vice for Senior Citizens," is given to applicants as required bys. Ins 3.39. 

( 4) DEFINITION. The "Information Sheet on Cancer Insurance" means 
the document which contains, and is limited to, the language set forth in 
Appendix I to this section. 

(5) DISCLOSURE REQUrREMENTS. (a) The insurer and its intermediaries 
shall print and provide to all prospective purchasers of any policy subject 
to the ntle a copy of the "Information Sheet on Cancer Insurance" at the 
time the prospect is contacted by an intermediary or insurer with an in
vitation to apply as defined ins. Ins 3.27 (5) (g). 
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(b) The "Information Sheet on Cancer Insurance" shall be printed in 
an easy to read type and not less than 12 pt. size. 

(6) This rule shall become effective August l, 1981. 
History: Cr. Register, June, 1981, No. 306, eff. 8-1-81. 
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APPENDIX I 

INFORMATION SHEET ON CANCER INSURANCE 

A Cancer Insurance is Not a Substitute for Comprehensive Coverage. 

W Should You Buy Cancer Insurance? 

Caution: Limitations On Cancer Insurance. 

Prepared by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners 

CANCER INSURANCE ... 

159 

Cancer insurance is one of the fastest growing and most controversial 
forms of health insurance. It provides benefits only if you get cancer. No 
policy wilJ cover cancer diagnosed before you applied for the policy. Ex
amples of other specified disease policies are heart attack or stroke poli
cies. The information in this booklet applies to cancer insurance, but 
could very well apply to other specified disease policies. 

CANCER INSURANCE IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR COMPRE
HENSIVE COVERAGE ... 

Cancer treatment accounts for less than 6% of U.S. health expenses. In 
fact, no single disease accounts for more than a small proportion of the 
American public's health care bill. This is why it is essential to have in
surance coverage for all conditions, not just cancer. 

lf you and your family are not protected against catastrophic medical 
costs, you should consider a major medical policy. These policies pay a 
large percentage of your covered costs after a deductible is paid either by 
you or your basic insmance. They often have very hlgh maximums, such 
as $100,000 to $1,000,000. Maj01· medical policies will cover you for any 
accident or sickness, including cancer. They cost more than cancer poli
cies, but they are generally considered a better buy. 

SHOULD YOU BUY CANCER INSURANCE? ... MANY PEOPLE 
DON'T NEED IT 

If you are considering cancer insurance, ask yourself three questions: Is 
my cmrent coverage adequate for these costs? How much will the treat
ment cost if I do get cancer? How likely am 1 to contract the disease? If 
you have Medicare and want more insurance, a comprehensive Medicare 
supplement policy is what you need. 

Low income people who are Medicaid recipients don't need any more 
insurance. If you think you might qualify, contact your local social ser
vice agency. 

Duplicate Coverage is Expensive and Unnecessary. Buy basic coverage 
lifst. Make sw·e any cancer policy will meet needS not met by your basic 
insurance. You cannot assume that double coverage will result in double 
benefits. Many cancer policies advertise that they will pay benefits no 
matter what your other insurance pays. However, your basic policy may 
contain a Coordination of Benefits clause. That means it will not pay 
duplicate benefits. To .find out if you can get benefits from both policies, 
check your regular insurance as well as the cancer policy. 
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Some Cancer Ex enses Ma Not Be Covered Even b a Cancer Pol-
~ e 1ca costs o cancer trea ment vary. n e average, osp1 · za-
twn accounts for 78% of such costs and physician serV'ices make up 13%. 
The remainder goes for other professionaJ services, drugs and nursing 
home care. For 1978, the average hospital cost for cancer treatment was -
$4,228. Cancer patients often face large non.medical expenses which are 
not usually covered by ~ncer insuran e. Examples are home care, trans
portation and rehabilitation costs. 

Don't be Misled by Emotions. While one in four Americans will get can
cer over a lifetime, three in four will not. In any one yeai:, only one Amer
ican in 285 will get cancer. The odds are against a Policyholder receiving 
any benefits. 

CAUTION: LIMITATIONS OF CANCER INSURANCE ... 

Cancer policies sold today vary widely in cost and coverage. Contact 
different companies and agents, and compare the policies before you buy. 
Here are some common limitations: 

Some policies pay onl~ for hospital care. Today cancer care treatment, 
includmg radiatlon, cemotherapy and some surgery, is often given on 
an outpatient basis. Because the average stay in the hospital for a cancer 
patient is only 16 days, a policy which pays only when you are hospital
ized has limited value. 

Many solicies promise to increase benefits after a patient has been in the 
hosp1ta for 90 consecutive days. However, 99% of all cancer patients 
spend less than 60 days in the hospital. Large dollar amounts for ex
tended benefits have very little value for most patients. 

Many cancer insurance policies have fur.ed dollar limits. For example, a 
policy might pay orily up to $1,500 for surgery costs or $1,000 for radia
tion therapy, or it may have fixed payments such as $50 or $100 for each 
day in the hospital. Others limit total benefits to a fixed amount such as 
$5,000 or $10,000. 

No policn: will cover cancer diagnosed before you aptied for the policy. 
Some po tcies will deny coverage if you are later foun to have had cancer 
at the time of purchase, even if you did not know it. 

Most cancer insurance does not cover cancer-related illnesses.Cancer or 
its treatment may lead to other physical problems, such as infection, dia
betes or pneumonia. 

Many policies contain time limits. Some policies require waiting periods 
of 30 days or even several months before you are covered. Others stop 
paying benefits after a fixed period of two or three years. 

FOR ADDITIONAL HELP ... 

If you are considering a cancer policy, the company or agent should an
swer your questions. If you do not get the information you want, discuss 
the matter with your State Insurance Department. 

Ins 3.48 Preferred provider plans. (1) SCOPE. This section applies to all 
preferred provider plans as defined ins. 609.01 ( 4), Stats. 

(2) DEFINITIONS. In this section: 
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